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Discrepancy between physical and digital
versions of stamp paper 

High Turn-around time for receiving the
physical stamp paper copies

Wastage of Stamp Paper. You pay even if
the document is not eSigned successfully

No discrepancy between physical and digital
version of stamp paper, compliant with Section
4, IT Act

Fast TAT for receiving the physical stamp
paper copies

Zero wastage of stamp paper. You pay for stamp
paper only if the document is successfully eSigned

Millions of stamps processed in last 3 years

NEW: Integration with NeSL – pay 1/4 of the
market rate for 100% digital stamping in
key states

Leegality’s eStamp is more legally robust
and better for your bottomline

How TATA AIG’s legal team is 
making document execution simpler, 

easier and faster

Case Study



No tech team involvement
Business teams of Tata Capital were able to automate eSign at 
scale– all through the dashboard. They didn’t need to scramble to
book tech team or do any long API integrations

Custom Branded Journeys
Tata Capital was able to customize their eSign journeys
to reflect the Tata Capital brand at all touchpoints

CTO, CRO, CFO 
satisfaction
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Come with a very basic dashboard – that doesn’t
allow you to do much

Performing a simple API integration is a
time-consuming process that requires heavy
tech team involvement

Leegality’s Enterprise Dashboard allows you to
setup multiple workflows, manage user access,
download manual reports 

Performing an API integration with Leegality is a
fast and easy process that requires minimal tech
team involvement

Setup new workflows for new verticals in MINUTES
rather than days – easier to scale up and integrate
in a wider digital ecosystem

Extensive tech and integration support to ensure
your verticals meet go-live timelines

Dedicated workflow and template setup support 

Customised Team Training for all verticals

Leegality makes your product and
tech teams’ life easier

About TATA AIG General Insurance

Tata AIG General Insurance Company 
Limited is a joint venture company 
between Tata Group and American 
International Group (AIG). In 2020, Tata 
AIG General Insurance Company 
Limited celebrated completion of 20 
years of service in India.

The Company offers a comprehensive 
range of general insurance products for 
businesses and individuals. This is the 
story of how and why TATA AIG 
decided to go paperless – and how 
this journey has been so far for them.



Basic eSign

eStamp

Basic Product Support

Advanced eSign

Dynamic eStamp

Signer Verification

Contracting Compliance

Advanced Document Security

Advanced Document Tracking

Advanced Customisation

Document and Signing Automation

Advanced Enterprise Support

While Onboarding Tools may be useful to one vertical for one particular use case – Leegality’s
Product Depth ensures that multiple verticals in your organization can digitize their paperwork

for multiple use cases in a legally compliant, secure and super-fast way
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No way of verifying that the correct signer has
signed with the correct electronic signature

Basic Audit Trail without any security features

Certificate Verifier allows you to ensure that the
correct signer has signed – with the correct
electronic signature

Advanced Geo-location and Face Capture – with
liveliness check to ensure signer is present

Digitally signed audit trail that is considered a
Secure Electronic Record under Indian Evidence Act

Collect PAN Card, Board Resolutions and other
documents within the signing journey

Customise consent language for signers

Collect custom and standard rubber seal for
business contracts

Send multiple PDFs in a single journey – ensure no
document goes unsigned

NEW: Maker-Checker Functionality - have legal/authorized
person review docs before they are sent out for signing

Leegality makes your legal and
compliance teams happier

The role of paperwork at TATA AIG

And ALL these agreements need to be mandatorily executed

During the normal course of business, TATA AIG enters into thousands of agreements, spanning 
different verticals of the company – I.T., Operations, Finance, H.R., Business, Marketing, Digital and 
Innovation.

This means that TATA AIG has thousands of agree-
ments that routinely need to get stamped and signed.

Unless it is signed, it's not valid, to be precise. Signature is important, that goes 
without saying. There are no two ways whether an agreement should be signed, 
or not. Otherwise it's not valid

Sunil Khichar, DVP - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

We caught up with Sunil Khichar, DVP - Legal & Secretarial at TATA AIG
and Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial at TATA AIG to understand the

problems they faced in executing their documents and how they solved those problems.



The best part about eSign is that it gives your customers the maximum number of ways to do business with you.

With Leegality you get access to the ENTIRE range of eSign legally valid in India today

Offer your customers whatever they feel most comfortable with

Aadhaar eSign

Secure Virtual Sign

DSC eSign

Doc Signer

You pay only for successful eSigns

NEW: Aadhaar XML eSign (1/2 the price of
Aadhaar eSign)

NEW: PAN eSign (1/2 the price of Aadhaar eSign)

NEW: Aadhaar eSign via NeSL (You pay 1/2 of
the market rate)

COMING SOON: Physical Signature Scan Capture

Leegality liberates your business, operations
and sales teams

Others

Dashboard flows require manual intervention
to operate 

Extensive Manual Intervention needed to operate
on a daily basis

Whenever your sales/ops/business teams want
to make a tweak to the flow they need to scramble
to book a call with tech team

Leegality Document Execution Platform

Send out 1000s of signing invitations simultaneously through
the Enterprise Dashboard with a single Excel/CSV Upload –
no API integration required

With Automated Sign – your authorized signatories can give
standing orders for automatic signing. No more chasing
authorized signatories around

With Bulk Sign – you can sign 500 documents with a single
click using your organization’s DSC Token

Changes to API configurations can be made straight through
the dashboard – no tech team intervention needed

Store your commonly used templates on our Template
Engine and automatically pre-fill them directly from your
own data hubs. Eliminates the need of manual
document verification.

Send invites to signer groups – if one of them isn’t available,
others in the group can eSign instead

TATA AIG’s old document execution process

The best case scenario is two
weeks. Nothing less than this.

Sunil Khichar, DVP - Legal &
Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

Sunil Khichar, DVP - Legal 
& Secretarial, TATA AIG 
General Insurance

“All of them were physical signatures.
This involved buying stamp papers or frank-
ing, printing the agreements, and then send-
ing them with a person. If we have printed 
[then] it has to go to the other party. If other 
parties are printing, then other parties that 
are all over the world and everywhere in India 
have to do the franking, printing and signing. 
Then it has to come [to us] and then we sign.”

Print the agreements
upon finalisation

Buy stamp papers
or get the agreements
franked

Send the agreement to
the other signatories
spread across India and
abroad, either through
courier or through an
employee

Keep tracking the document
till the agreement reaches
the TATA AIG office for their
final signature



Paying stamp duty in a valid way is critical for regulatory compliance and for successful enforcement

Why take chances?

 Leegality’s BharatStamp is currently in use by 500+ organization and is live in 25+ States

No discrepancy between physical and digital
version of stamp paper, compliant with Section
4, IT Act

Fast TAT for receiving the physical stamp
paper copies

Zero wastage of stamp paper. You pay for stamp
paper only if the document is successfully eSigned

Millions of stamps processed in last 3 years

NEW: Integration with NeSL – pay 1/4 of the
market rate for 100% digital stamping in
key states
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One of them is only optimized for Desktop Signing
Experience; other one has mobile optimization

Brand the journey with your logo

Leegality’s signer experience is optimized for
Desktop and Mobile

Brand the journey with your logo

Brand the journey with your colours

Use your own custom messaging for eSign invites

Accessibility-oriented UI/UX (screen reader support,
colour optimization for vision)

UI/UX and front-end for the signer experience
designed as per global standards set by global banks

Leegality is better for your brand

Sunil Khichar, DVP - Legal 
& Secretarial, TATA AIG 
General Insurance

However, this process was riddled with serious problems
High TAT 
“Signatures used to take 10 working days to  two weeks. So  after the agreement is closed, you tell the 
opposite party, “you're supposed to print, you're supposed to pay stamp duty.” Then they'll go around 
hunting for stamp papers and pay stamp duty. They'll do the printing, they'll take signature, and that will 
be couriered and will be sent across to us. Then you take signatures from your own signing authority. 
The best case scenario is two weeks. Nothing less than this”

Prone to mistakes
“There are discrepancies. People don't know where to sign, what to sign. People leave blanks”

Spend valuable resources to just keep track of all agreements
“There are  resources  deployed to do all this.  You have to wait. There are no controls around there.
You have to keep hunting. What happened? Where is the paper? Again keep tracking”

Wastage
“And [in] this whole bargain, there are papers and stamp duty that are  wasted”



If a software requires constant scrambling to book your tech team’s time then it’s unlikely it will ever be used at scale in your organization

With Leegality – you don’t have to worry. Go-live when you need to. Expand usage seamlessly across verticals. 

You’re on the path to digital transformation of your paperwork

Leegality’s Enterprise Dashboard allows you to
setup multiple workflows, manage user access,
download manual reports 

Performing an API integration with Leegality is a
fast and easy process that requires minimal tech
team involvement

Setup new workflows for new verticals in MINUTES
rather than days – easier to scale up and integrate
in a wider digital ecosystem

Extensive tech and integration support to ensure
your verticals meet go-live timelines

Dedicated workflow and template setup support 

Customised Team Training for all verticals
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CC necessary parties on signing journeys

Real time document status tracking

Send signing reminders

CC necessary parties on signing journeys

Real time document status tracking

Send signing reminders

Receive Customised MIS Reports daily/weekly
/monthly to track your team’s overall consumption
and usage of Leegality

A central panel to manage user access and
permissions within your organization

Track your documents and organize them as per
your needs

COMING SOON: Advanced Analytics Module to
analyze customer drop-offs during the journey

Leegality offers you more transparency

The COVID pandemic put a halt to this physical process
“Because of this pandemic, we were struggling to get the documents signed.  In the physical world 
things were okay, but when it went like this, there was a challenge.”

To keep business flowing, the legal team came up with a stopgap solution: Emails
“So all over the world, everybody has done it in the same way. You agree on a document over e-mail be-
tween two signing authorities. That was when everything was standstill, nothing was working.”

But contract formation over email presented a new set of problems
“There's no payment of stamp duty. So stamp duty is not paid. And the second part is, at the end, you 
have to execute it. But this is not execution. Now today you might have accepted, but tomorrow those 
mails go haywire. There is always a chance of, this getting questioned”

Sunil Khichar, DVP - Legal 
& Secretarial, TATA AIG 
General Insurance



With a digital process, you are often forced to sacrifice compliance for convenience.

With Leegality you don’t need to make this trade-off.

 Our extensive set of signer verification and compliance tools allow you to mold Leegality to suit
your internal compliance and verification needs in a seamless manner

Certificate Verifier allows you to ensure that the
correct signer has signed – with the correct
electronic signature

Advanced Geo-location and Face Capture – with
liveliness check to ensure signer is present

Digitally signed audit trail that is considered a
Secure Electronic Record under Indian Evidence Act

Collect PAN Card, Board Resolutions and other
documents within the signing journey

Customise consent language for signers

Collect custom and standard rubber seal for
business contracts

Send multiple PDFs in a single journey – ensure no
document goes unsigned

NEW: Maker-Checker Functionality - have legal/authorized
person review docs before they are sent out for signing
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Standard security

Use Digital Signature Technology

Bank grade multi-level encryption

Use Digital Signature Technology

Multi-factor authentication options for login to
Leegality – to prevent unauthorized access of
your documents

Multi-factor authentication options for document
signing access – useful for high value contracts

SSO functionality – to enable secure user access
sync with wider Tata Digital ecosystem

Dedicated InfoSec team to ensure quick turn-around
of Infosec Documentation 

Complete Disaster Recovery Support

Configure automatic purging of documents from
Leegality servers

Leegality will re-assure your InfoSec and
Data Security Teams

To solve these problems, TATA AIG started looking
for digital solutions to their paper problem

Be User friendly
“So when you implement [a digital solution]  company wide and you expect other parties to also use it, 
then for people who are using the digital solution for the first time it is a challenge. The whole thing is 
about user-friendliness.”

Provide digital stamping solutions
“It should be digital so that you don't have to roam around searching for people, searching for
stamp papers”

Help track agreements
“A replacement is simply to take it to a digital mode where you can be in complete control of the pro-
cess. In a digital scenario what do you do? You have control. You simply turn it into PDF, upload it in the 
tool, it goes to the opposite party. You have a track. Simple.”

They needed a solution which would:

With these parameters in mind, TATA AIG
onboarded an e-sign and e-stamping vendor in 2020.

Sunil Khichar, DVP - Legal 
& Secretarial, TATA AIG 
General Insurance



Going digital is useless if your teams need extensive manual intervention to operate and use the software on a daily basis.

With Leegality’s Automation – your teams on the ground are completely liberated from manual document processes forever. 

Your business, operations and sales teams will save hours of time daily. They can use this time to focus on what matters
– delivering a better customer experience and making your business grow faster

Send out 1000s of signing invitations simultaneously through
the Enterprise Dashboard with a single Excel/CSV Upload –
no API integration required

With Automated Sign – your authorized signatories can give
standing orders for automatic signing. No more chasing
authorized signatories around

With Bulk Sign – you can sign 500 documents with a single
click using your organization’s DSC Token

Changes to API configurations can be made straight through
the dashboard – no tech team intervention needed

Store your commonly used templates on our Template
Engine and automatically pre-fill them directly from your
own data hubs. Eliminates the need of manual
document verification.

Send invites to signer groups – if one of them isn’t available,
others in the group can eSign instead
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Basic onboarding support

Email support

Only one eSign service provider

Advanced Onboarding and integration support

Email and Phone Support

Technical Integration Support 

Customized training for all teams within Tata Capital 

Round-the-clock support desk to deal with mission
critical issues 

Dedicated Account Manager to help you extract the
most from Leegality

Disaster Recovery and Support Commitments in SLA

Unlimited Storage on Cloud

Backup eSign Service Provider in case NSDL
goes down

Leegality offers the support that an Enterprise needs

However, TATA AIG was not impressed with the quality of their digital solution

Signers had to create an account even for a single signature
“It was not  user friendly. Different signers had to make an account, then they get it verified. And if they're not able to do the account system account 
verification, then we have to wait again for few days to get their accounts verified. So it was creating a problem. It was taking a lot of time. It was 
supposed to be easy and simple and quick. But in reality, it was taking more time. So that's why we wanted to switch to a different simple solution”

Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance
Aadhaar eSign was not available
“They had DSC and equivalent to DSC. For them, if you don't have the DSC dongle, you have to go with that other option where you have to do the 
video KYC. They don’t have the option of Aadhaar eSign.”

Sunil Khichar, DVP - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

The user experience was not smooth
“Whenever I used to upload anything into the system, the system, it logged out immediately, There was no time span in between. And then I had to 
redo it again. And suddenly there was an error which I was not aware of, and to treat that error, I have to contact to the individual department”

Sunil Khichar, DVP - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

No custom signature coordinates
“Once it is uploaded into the dashboard, I had to go page wise and  figure out which pages need a signature. There was a solution to add signatures 
to all the pages, but it was not customizable - I could not customise  the signing portion on each page. I have to do it one by one if I have to do it. So 
that was creating problems”

Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

Tracking the status of agreements was difficult
“The major problem that I faced was after the agreement had been sent a lot of my signers stated that they had never received it. So that was a 
problem. It was available in our system, we could see that it had been sent to so and so party. But the other parties said that we haven't received it. 
So then I had to get in touch with their customer team, all those things. ”

Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance



Don’t take our word for it.  Hear what 
some of our customers have to say

 Your document journeys are key moments in the relationship between you and your customers. They are often the first touch the customer
has with you – and always the last touch before something special begins.

With Leegality, your customers will experience a smooth signing experience - enhancing their satisfaction with your brand.
Your brand identity will be reflected at all touchpoints.

Leegality’s signer experience is optimized for
Desktop and Mobile

Brand the journey with your logo

Brand the journey with your colours

Use your own custom messaging for eSign invites

Accessibility-oriented UI/UX (screen reader support,
colour optimization for vision)

UI/UX and front-end for the signer experience
designed as per global standards set by global banks

Within just one year of usage TATA AIG decided 
to switch and onboarded Leegality as their 

digital document execution partner.



- Anshoo Sharma, Head – Legal
@ Airtel Payments Bank

The seamless process offered by Leegality for the 
digital execution of agreements is commendable.
It is easy to use and saves time. What adds to the 
complete experience is the attitude of the Leegality 
team, who went out of the way to help us during 
this period. They are pro-active and always 
available to re solve our queries. - Raghavan Iyer, (Former) Head of

Product @ HDB Financial 

Leegality has significantly helped in reducing
the time taken for our customer’s onboarding 
journey…this clearly has an impact on the end
to end processing for our Dealer Partners and
has a direct impact on customer satisfaction

For a successful digital transformation – you need to be able to measure and track both successes and failures of the tools you are using.

With Leegality’s Enterprise Dashboard – you get full 360 degree visibility over your documents, your organization’s usage of Leegality
and how your customers are experiencing Leegality.

The information will be invaluable to your teams as they evolve Tata Capital’s digital document execution processes.

CC necessary parties on signing journeys

Real time document status tracking

Send signing reminders

Receive Customised MIS Reports daily/weekly
/monthly to track your team’s overall consumption
and usage of Leegality

A central panel to manage user access and
permissions within your organization

Track your documents and organize them as per
your needs

COMING SOON: Advanced Analytics Module to
analyze customer drop-offs during the journey

TATA AIG’s new Leegality powered document execution flow

We don't allow anyone else other than the legal department to handle agreements. Just 
the discussion or the business discussion is handled by the respective department. 
Other than that, everything from preparing an agreement, from sharing the standard 
formats, revising it, preparing it for signatures, formatting it, everything is done by the 
legal department through the Leegality dashboard only.

Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

No more printing. 
Simply upload the 
agreement to the 

Leegality Dashboard

Place the signature 
coordinates so that 
there are no errors 

while signing

Send the
document to all 

parties for signing 
at the click of

a button

All parties
instantly receive the signed 

document along with a
comprehensive audit trail



In the BFSI industry, security of your documents and privacy of customer data -
especially on third party platforms - are heavily regulated by the RBI 

With Leegality – your security and RBI compliance is our priority.

With our extensive Document Security focus – you can breathe easy

Bank grade multi-level encryption

Use Digital Signature Technology

Multi-factor authentication options for login to
Leegality – to prevent unauthorized access of
your documents

Multi-factor authentication options for document
signing access – useful for high value contracts

SSO functionality – to enable secure user access
sync with wider Tata Digital ecosystem

Dedicated InfoSec team to ensure quick turn-around
of Infosec Documentation 

Complete Disaster Recovery Support

Configure automatic purging of documents from
Leegality servers

More than 1000+ top Indian businesses choose
Leegality for digitizing their paperwork

This new process has resulted in several benefits for TATA AIG and its employees

Drastically reduce TAT and keep track of your agreements in real time
“In a digital scenario what do you do? You have control. You simply turn it into PDF, upload it in the tool, it goes to the opposite party. You have 
a track. Simple. Many of the times it is signed in half a day. You don't have to bother”

Sunil Khichar, DVP - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

Simple digital stamping solution
“We found the stamp paper solution quite convenient for us. Now we can just make a request and it will come to us. Also, If I need to cancel 
some agreement, my stamp papers will be sent to the inventory unused and I can reuse them any time”

Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

Extremely user friendly
“The fact that now we can send individual links for signatures has solved a lot of our problems. And that was the main ask from all our different 
clients who were signing different agreements. So that has really made it quick, made it smooth. It has been helpful for all our invitees, signers - 
the fact that signers they don't have to create a separate account”

Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

Accelerate your workflows using Leegality’s template engine
“Now we have a few agreements which are in standard format and saved as templates in Leegality. So we have different people who are trained 
to just initiate [the signing journey] using the stamp papers. Just 2-3 clicks and they're good to go. And they just add a few details which are re-
quired and then send it across.”

Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

...Contd.



Enterprise software is only as good as the support that comes with it. Without support, your teams will
spend more time figuring out how to use the tool than focusing on work. This time costs you money.

Leegality's renowned support team has always got your back - with round-the-clock availability,
template and workflow support and guaranteed response times

Digitally transforming paperwork has never been easier

Advanced Onboarding and integration support

Email and Phone Support

Technical Integration Support 

Customized training for all teams within Tata Capital 

Round-the-clock support desk to deal with mission
critical issues 

Dedicated Account Manager to help you extract the
most from Leegality

Disaster Recovery and Support Commitments in SLA

Unlimited Storage on Cloud

Backup eSign Service Provider in case NSDL
goes down

Want to explore Leegality for your
Tata Capital Vertical?

Contact our dedicated POCs for Tata Capital verticals:

Increased efficiency
“Previously we were able to just send two to three agreements per day. Today I can send five to six more agreements. And since the other de-
partments are also very well versed with the system, then we can have more than 5 to 6 agreements easily in a day. That has increased our 
frequency and efficiency.”

Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

Free up your employees’ time and let them focus on their core tasks
“Of course, since we are not giving much time to the agreement part, we can focus on other departmental work, like review other agreements, 
all those things.”

Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

Edit your signing journey based on real world updates
“The good feature that I that I most liked is eliminating signers. If they are not signing, then I can just remove their invitation. And also to reactivate 
or remove the invitation link. I can reactivate it if it gets expired. That is a very nice feature.”

Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance

Sign thousands of documents instantly
“Few of our signers are using the bulk sign option. They are signing 1000 to 2000 to 5000 agreements on a weekly basis. So this has helped to 
make it quicker”

Jyotsna H., Deputy Manager - Legal & Secretarial, TATA AIG General Insurance



Since we work together and we propose to work together for a long, 
long time, that's the reason why we have taken a call of getting Leegal-
ity overnight. This time we have taken Leegality overnight because we 
made up our minds that we will work together a long, long way. Not 
only this, you would see [the volumes] coming up this year. I am just 
waiting for this to get stabilized for the legal department, then we are 
going to do much more. We will go live on some 10-20 thousand of 
agreements in one, two months.

Sunil Khichar, DVP - Legal 
& Secretarial, TATA AIG 
General Insurance

So what’s next for TATA AIG x Leegality?



- Dhairya Shah, Head – Projects @ Axis Finance

Leegality has been a game-changer for our 
front-end sales team. We have got a lot of 
appreciation and acknowledgement about how 
seamless life has become for them after Leegality.

- L Murty, Deputy CEO @ Dvara KGFS

We did speak to a couple of other potential 
partners and we found that only the Leegality 
team was able to come up with flexible solutions 
that we wanted. With the Leegality team, we 
could put forward our problems and they could 
come up with a solution which was a win-win
for both of us.

- Phani Movva, VP – Technology @ Payswiff

We explored using eKYC as a substitute for the 
signing process three years back. And of course 
we tried a couple of other solutions. Then we 
found Leegality, which was the easiest one to 
integrate.

More than 1000+ Clients are using Leegality
to go paperless



Want to digitize your paperwork like
TATA AIG did?

Book a call with our Document Experts, you’ll get:
 

- A customized demo of the Leegality Document Execution Platform
- The opportunity to ask us anything you want

- A free sandbox account – for you to test Leegality Document
Execution Platform as much as you want

Book a call!https://www.leegality.com/contact-us
Or email us - enquiry@leegality.com


